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QUESTION 1

During the development stage of a workflow, developers need to make sure the newest version of the process definition
is being deployed, as there may be significant structural changes to the workflow. 

Choose the correct development cycle that allows the deployment of the newest version correctly. 

A. Add the property reload "true" to the workflow deployer bean and set this property to false when the development
cycle is completed. 

B. Add the property redeploy "true" to the workflow deployer bean and set this property to false when the development
cycle is completed. 

C. Add the property reload "true" to the workflow deployer bean and remove this property when the development cycle
is completed. 

D. Add the property redeploy "true" to the workflow deployer bean and keep this value after the development cycle is
completed. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which cases would be an appropriate use of the CMIS API? 

A. You need to update user and groups information on the repository. 

B. You need to query documents by the tags applied to them. 

C. You need to query and update data list items. 

D. You need to update active workflow tasks. 

E. You need to create and add aspects to folders. 

Correct Answer: A 

References: http://docs.alfresco.com/5.0/concepts/API-intro.html 

 

QUESTION 3

You want to execute a query in Alfresco Full-Text Search that returns only nodes with a custom text property
my:property that exactly matches 1000. Which query would be correct? 

A. The correct query is: my:property:1000 

B. The correct query is: =my:property:1000 

C. The correct query is: !my:property:1000 
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D. The correct query is: ~my:property:1000 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the default value of the element of a web script descriptor, if one is not specified? 

A. None. 

B. None for GET Web Scripts, "required" for POST/PUT. 

C. Required. 

D. Depends on the value of  

Correct Answer: A 

None specifies that no transaction is required to run the web script. This is the default value if the transaction level is not
explicitly specified, and the authentication level is none. If the authentication level is not none then the default value is
required. 

 

QUESTION 5

Which repository folder is the first location where the repository web script container will search for web script
implementation files, and can be used to override web scripts placed in any other location? 

A. /Company Home/Web Scripts 

B. /Company Home/Templates/Web Scripts 

C. /Company Home/Data Dictionary/Web Scripts Extensions 

D. /Company Home/Data Dictionary/Web Scripts 

Correct Answer: B 
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